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LIGHTING THE WAY Marchers pass in front of Barge Hall during the annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. walk on Thursday, January 12, 2012.
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which

student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold:
to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students
who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate,
dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the
free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large, and to be the
best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches
students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of
the community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and
skills needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963-1073 or
e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com

BY JASON LEATHERMAN

Staff Reporter

Ellensburg City Councilman Tony
Aronica, 26, comes from a long line of
leaders. His sixth great
grandfather, Chief Owhi,
was one of 14 Native
American chiefs who
signed the treaty to create
the Yakama Indian Nation.
His grandmother is in the
Ellensburg Rodeo Hall of
TONY
Fame for helping establish
ARONICA
the time-honored tradition
City Council
Seat 7
of the rodeo here in Ellensburg.
Tony Aronica is a 2007 graduate of
Central Washington University. He served
as the Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of Directors (ASCWU-BOD) president from
2005-2006, and served as the Board of
Trustees (BOT) student trustee from
2006-2007. The Governor of Washington
appoints this position to a single student
for a year based on leadership skills and
academic excellence. Aronica is a life-long
resident of the Kittitas Valley and is very
proud of the fact that he is from this area.
While serving as BOD president and
as student trustee, Aronica had to learn
the ins and outs of student government
and the inner-workings of setting policy
in regards to higher education. He said
he believes that the experience he gained
working here at Central helped him better
prepare for the future.
“Working in student government in-
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spired me to get into politics,” Aronica said.
Aronica is the youngest member of the
Ellensburg City Council. He applied two
times prior to becoming elected to run
for this position and was passed over both
times. The third time he was allowed to
run for the position, during the fall elections of 2011, he ended up winning it.
Aronica is a dedicated individual and
has worked vigorously to increase exposure of the Kittitas Valley in regards to
expanding ﬁnancial opportunities and
bringing new technology such as the wind
farms.
Aronica does not get paid a hefty salary for being on the city council. In lieu of
this, he works as the program coordinator
for the Central Washington Resource Energy Collaborative.
Aronica encourages students who are
interested in politics to get involved.
“Get involved in the community, whatever you consider that community to be.
If you are a CWU student, get on committees, spend time going to events, keep
informed of what’s going on around you,”
Aronica said.
Aronica is an example of what a person can accomplish with a degree from
Central. He has taken experience gained
through his various positions in student
government and applied it directly toward
his career.
Aronica said that although he may never have envisioned ten years ago that he
would be in the position he is now, he has
achieved great things by getting involved
not only as a student, but also as a member of the community.
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ICEd out: student faces deportation
BY WES MORROW

News Editor

Central Washington University had
more than 200 biology majors as of winter 2011. If United States Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have
their way, Central’s biology department
may ﬁnd itself with one fewer honor roll
student.
Al Okere, junior biology, has been informed that he is to be deported. The deportation could happen any day.
Al, 21, has lived in the United States
for 16 years. When he was ﬁve, he and his
mother ﬂed Nigeria and sought asylum in
America after his father was assassinated.
Al’s father, Dr. Nwogu Okere was shot
and killed by a police ofﬁcer in Nigeria
in 1991 after receiving numerous death
threats. Al’s parents were critical of the
Nigerian government, exposing ﬂaws in
the problematic government and writing
about corrupt government ofﬁcials.
On the day of his father’s death, Al was
riding in the car with his parents when his
father noticed they were being followed.
After attempting to shake the pursuers,
Nwogu sought out a well-lit public area,
where he pulled over.
“My father got out of the car with his
hands up and they just shot him,” Al said.
His mother took Al and ran. They ﬂed
to ﬂed the county, eventually making their
way to America.
Al and his mother lived in Texas and
promptly got a lawyer in order to petition
for asylum.
The lawyer told Al’s mother that they
could meet through teleconference with
the judge in Washington but failed to clear
this with the judge beforehand. So when
the Okeres showed up at the lawyer’s ofﬁce

COURTESY OF YOUTUBE

CALL TO ACTION Al shares his story via note cards in a video posted to YouTube
on Monday, Jan. 16. The video can be found at http://youtu.be/pSCAewjQtjw

in Texas, the judge declined, saying they
were supposed to be in the courtroom.
In the sixth grade, he and his mother
moved to Washington state to live with his
aunt in Puyallup.
He graduated from Rogers High
School and eventually enrolled at Central.
He’s on his way to a Bachelor of Science
in biology and plans on pursuing an M.D.,
hoping to one day be a doctor.
Al is working in conjunction with professor Scoville of the biology department.
They’ve submitted a grant request for research into the damaging DNA effects of
certain pharmaceuticals on daphnids.
After Al was informed that he was
scheduled to be deported he began working with groups like DreamActivist.org
and the NAACP.

A petition has been started on Change.org
by a group that supports potential candidates for the Dream Act. A video of Al explaining his situation through note cards
has been posted to YouTube.
The video was posted on Monday, Jan.
16, and immediately began making its
way to community and campus members.
Before the end of the day Tuesday, Al had
met and talked with news networks and ofﬁcials like James Bible, the NAACP Seattle
president.
As of Wednesday, Jan. 17, the Change.
org petition had received over 7,300 signatures.
“It’s monumental in helping,” Al said.
“People weren’t really aware of it until recently, with the video and the Facebook.”
Al has received an outpouring of sup-

port from the community. He said people
he doesn’t even know have called him up
and asked how they can help. He tells them
all the same thing: “Spread the story.”
In 2007, Al’s mother was deported after being held for two years in an immigration detention center in Tacoma. She was
forced to return to Nigeria where she has
had to hide from those who still remember
the work she and her husband did in the
90s.
“If I went back, with my last name, my
life would be threatened,” Al said. “That’s
not the life I want to live. I can’t spend the
rest of my life in hiding.”
Al has no wish to return to Nigeria, a
country he hardly even remembers. Not
only would he be in danger, he doesn’t
know the language.
Al’s mother makes an effort to call him
every day, despite her tenuous situation
halfway across the world.
“She’s really ﬁlled with hope that all
these people in the community really
care about my life,” Al said. “If you have
people in the community behind you, you
have a chance.”
To all those community members supporting him, he said, “This situation isn’t
just about me. There’s other dreamers out
there and people should look into it. It
shouldn’t just be about me.”

Getting Involved
Al’s petition can be found online at
http://www.change.org/petitions/
ice-dreamer-al-okere-will-be-killed-ifdeported-to-nigeria

March for MLK promotes unity

BY CHANÉT STEVENSON

Staff Reporter

“We are still marching” was the theme
of this year’s Martin Luther King Jr.
march and celebration. What started out
as a small group gathered near the SURC
pit, soon became an exuberant and diverse collection of people all coming together in remembrance of the courageous
man with a dream.
“There are still minority groups in our
society ﬁghting to correct the social injustice against them,” said Arturo Arellano,
sophomore law and justice and peer adviser for the Diversity Education Center.
“It was this idea that inspired the event’s
theme.”
The festivities began with an opening
speech made by Aaron Putas, freshman
journalism, expressing why he marches
for diversity and his hopes that the issue
will be resolved in the future. Candles and
signs were passed around to all as everyone listened.
“I thought it went really good; informative, entertaining, and comfortable,” said
Skyllar Weisking, senior aviation, who attended the event to show support in the
ﬁght for diversity, and to learn more about
the importance of Martin Luther King Jr.
Andre Dickerson, senior pre-medical,
then led the eager, marching crowd outside where, even despite the cold temperature, smiles became prominent across the
faces of all in attendance.
As the march progressed, a joyful chorus of the song “We Shall Overcome”
broke out from the back of the crowd.
Uniﬁed chants of “rights for all,” and “the
people united will never be divided” could

also be heard by anyone nearby.
As the march came to an end, a moment of silence was held in honor of Martin Luther King Jr., allowing each person
to reﬂect on the impact he made in the
ﬁght for diversity.
Back in the SURC, everyone stood as
Vanessa O’Francia, junior education, sung
the “Black National Anthem,” her voice
ﬁlling the theatre with gusto.
Next up on the evening’s agenda were
skits performed by the Black Student
Union, Filipino American Student Association & Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan, and the Equality Through
Queers and Allies.
The theme of the event was incorporated into the skits as each group portrayed their own personal experiences of
ﬁghting diversity and how they are still
marching on.
Eunice Mainia, senior aviation management, said the skits were her favorite
part of the event because they were performed by students instead of faculty.
“It shows how this experience has impacted them,” Mainia said.
Once the applause and cheering had
subsided at the end of the skits, Tianna
Parsons, sophomore undeclared, took to
the stage to recite a spoken word she wrote
entitled “Until We Find the Other Side.”
Her meaningful words seemed to resonate
with audience members, as heads began
to nod in agreement throughout the room.
A preview of the documentary “Freedom Ride” was next to follow.
The documentary followed 13 Central
Washington University students as they
traveled for ﬁve days by bus through Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama, visiting

KATHARINE LOTZE/OBSERVER

MARCH ON (L to R): Freshman James Shumate, junior Ariella Stanback and junior
Darryl Marquilencia bow their heads in a moment of silence.

on site locations that traced the steps of
the Freedom Ride during the Civil Rights
Movement.
The experience allowed for the students
to conduct research and hear testimony
from individuals who took part in marches
during the Civil Rights Movement.
With the celebration coming to an end,
Mark Auslander, associate professor and
director for Museum of Culture and Environment, wrapped up the evening with
a speech.
“He has really studied extensively the
civil rights history in the American south,”
said Leah Shelton, interim director for the
Diversity Education Center.
Auslander began by asking “Why do
we march?” With this question in mind,
the audience listened closely as Auslander

related his own image of Martin Luther
King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, while
also tying in ideas of Mahatma Gandhi’s
satyagraha policy.
Margaret Kimuhu, senior biology, said
that Auslander’s speech was her favorite
part of the event.
“He tied in his own personal history
along with other facts and how everybody
in one way or another is still marching,”
Kimuhu said.
When the event was over, both organizers and audience members said they were
pleased at the celebration’s outcome.
“It went far beyond every expectation
I had,” said Arellano. “Each group had
their voices heard and made a powerful
statement that will never be forgotten.”
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Ellensburg energy goes green $1.6 million lost to default
BY KIMBERLY WEBSTER

Staff Reporter

The city of Ellensburg is teaming up
with consultants from O’Brien & Company to create an Energy Efﬁciency and
Conservation Strategy (EECS) that, once
approved, will offer direction and tips in
reducing the overall amount of energy
consumed by the city.
Citizens of Ellensburg can expect to
see some changes in the way energy will
be used in future years. Suggested changes, according to the
City of Ellensburg
A working draft of
webpage, include
the EECS plan is
expanding public
posted and open for
public comment until transportation service areas, expandJan. 24.
ing sidewalks and
biking areas, further developing renewable energy sources
and renovating existing buildings among
others.
The goal of EECS is to turn Ellensburg into, “a community that fosters sustainability and economic development
through energy efﬁciency and the use of
renewable energy,” according to the page
of the EECS website.
According to Lance Bailey, the Planning Supervisor of Ellensburg, the EECS
will work hand-in-hand with the Land Use
Development Code Update (LDCU) in
conserving energy.
“This is really the ﬁrst time that we
have looked at energy usage across the

board for the city,” Bailey said.
While the LDCU focuses on improving
land and building codes, the EECS will
focus on identifying new opportunities for
conserving energy in Ellensburg. Energy
bills might begin to include informational
handouts reporting how much energy is
being used and compare it to neighboring
usages. Tips will also be offered for reducing energy use. The more information circulating, the better.
Most changes suggested by the strategy
will be optional and the goal is focused on
educating and encouraging energy efﬁciency, Smith said.
“The plan is to keep much of the strategy voluntary and just offer incentives for
contribution,” Smith said.
The plan will focus on new building
development and changes to developing
code requirements are likely.
“It’s not necessarily a direct impact
but more incremental over the years as
city development will just be completed
to a higher standard of energy efﬁciency,”
Smith said. “The big thing we’re trying to
do is to conserve energy and be energy efﬁcient . . . to keep the [energy] prices low.”
The strategy is still in the reviewing
stages so no ofﬁcial decisions have been
made.
After this stage the draft and public
comments will be submitted to the Utility Advisory Committee for consideration.
The City Council expects to reach a decision about approval of the strategy by late
spring or early summer 2012.

Program centers merge
BY NICHOLE WILLIAMSON

Assistant News Editor

The Civic Engagement Center (CEC)
and the Center for Excellence in Leadership (CEL) are merging this quarter to create a new center.
The merge was prompted by the new
organizational structure that created the
Department of Student Success.
The new department was asked to look
at departments beneath them to evaluate
effectiveness, efﬁciency and other factors.
One area of focus was the four program
centers on campus, the CEC, the CEL,
the Diversity Education Center and the
Center for Student Empowerment.
“We went through a series of vetting
and looking at putting those four centers
and consolidating them into two centers
and they seemed to align pretty well,” said
Ethan Bergman, interim dean of student
success.

After receiving feedback from students
and faculty, the decision was made to
merge the CEC with the CEL. The other
two centers are also undergoing a merge.
In the past, the centers worked in collaboration on projects and programs.
“I don’t think there’s going to be a
change in program content per say, but I
think there’s been a change on having the
ability to have more people work together
on things and letting them know what
we’re doing,” said Manuel Rodriguez, interim director of the CEL.
The center has not been ofﬁcially
named at this point in time but is expected
to represent both civic engagement and
student leadership.
Currently, both centers will continue to
use individual names until the new one is
chosen.
“We have a couple of students who are
exploring that name change with CWU
students to see if it makes sense, a name

Wenatchee defaults on Town Toyota Center

Central Washington University has
$1.6 million invested in notes in the Town
Toyota Center in Wenatchee, and the
Greater Wenatchee Public Facilities District, who own the loan have defaulted.
On Dec. 1, 2011, the Greater
Wenatchee Public Facilities District was
scheduled to make a $42 million payment
on to several short-term interest investors,
but unfortunately, the group had insufﬁcient funds to make the payment.
Central bought $100,000 in municipal
bonds from the Town Toyota Center, on
a three-year interest plan that brought the
investment to a total of $1.6 million.
Municipal bonds are bonds allotted
by sub-state level government institutions
such as facility districts or schools. The
bonds are bought, and then the enterprises, from which the bonds are bought from,
are required to pay the buyer back at an
interest rate over time.
According to the Director of Public
Affairs for Central Washington University
Linda Schactler, a well-known investment
ratings company known as Standard and
Poor’s had recommended the holds.
The notes were labeled a Standard
Strong Capacity to Pay Principle in interest
bond, a term that describes a safe and paying investment.

“The default rate on bonds is 0.9 percent,” said Schactler.
This is an extremely rare occurrence
since the last municipal bond default was
in 1982.
The Town Toyota Center is an arena
that is home to the Wenatchee Wild, a
semi-professional hockey team, as well as
many other concerts and shows.
Although the arena may have brought
joy to the people of Wenatchee at one
time, the city is now scrambling to come
up with a plan to pay off the debt.
A 0.2 percent sales tax increase in the
area was ﬁrst proposed, but was omitted because Wenatchee community head
leaders disagreed with tax increase without voter consent.
The City of Wenatchee awaits a ruling
from the state’s Supreme Court dictating
what to do about the debt.
Students are not expected to feel the
impact of the default.
“Nope, nope, nope. It will absolutely
not affect the students. Students won’t see
it or feel it in any way,” Schactler said.
Central has a portfolio of 26 different
municipal bonds. Central seems conﬁdent
that none of the other invested bonds are
in danger of default.
Central is awaiting a ruling from the state
Supreme Court, and the city of Wenatchee
constructs a plan to pay off the debt.

that clearly articulates what our functions
will be,” said Lorinda Anderson, interim
director of the new center.
Anderson formerly served as the director of the Civic Engagement Center.
Student Impact
The merge will not impact student jobs
this year because funding has already been
allotted but it’s unclear how this merge
will affect student jobs at the centers in following years.
“One of the reasons we’re doing these
sorts of changes is because we do have
ﬁnancial constraints on campus and it’s
hard to say what’s going to happen in
the future,” Bergman said. “But probably
there aren’t going to be as many opportunities for student jobs, and that’s very disheartening for us.”
The budgeting for the center is still unclear. The S&A Committee that operates
on a quadrennium, or four-year cycles, is
the primary source of funding for both
centers. This is the third year in the cycle.
The centers, though merged, will continue
to use the allotted funds through next year,

according to Bergman.
“When that next quadrennium, four
-year cycle, comes up they’ll ask for funding for the combined center,” Bergman
said.
New Opportunities
The merge will provide more opportunities and increase the quality of projects,
according to Anderson.
“Anytime you have a restructure of any
sort it seems there is new opportunities for
engaging individuals in ways we hadn’t
been able to do in the past,” Anderson
said. “It’s going to give us the opportunity
to think creatively and innovatively.”
Both centers will continue to offer the
programs that are scheduled for this year
and hope to expand services that are offered to students. Anderson would also like
to see the center expand currently offered
programming as well.
“We will have a larger pool of students
who are practitioners to draw from. We
were looking to the future and increasing
the service and leadership opportunities
the center offers,” Anderson said.

BY JUSTIN RUHE

Staff Reporter
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2+2 and 1+3 = more students for Central
The key steps that are needed to increase internationalization are establishing a viable ﬁnancial model that allows the
Bringing more students to Central Ofﬁce of International Studies and ProWashington University and sending fac- grams to continue to grow, and establishulty to other countries was the main focus ing strategic partnerships with universities
at the second Internationalization Forum in countries on continents such as Asia,
held on Thursday, Jan. 12.
Europe, and Africa. Central already has
Executive Director of the Ofﬁce of 38 partnerships with universities but some
International Studies and Programs Mike are low- functioning programs.
Launius and Geoff Foy, assistant director
“We need more programs and, particuof continuing education hosted the event. larly, we need to grow programs in areas
The reasons for going forth with the which have a large number of students
plan is to increase internationalization, that are available for export to United
Launius and Foy stated, is that Central al- States in places like Central,” Launius
ready has the staff
said. “So we can
that can implebegin earning revment the programs
enue that will allow
We know that the us to turn around
required for intern at i o n a l i z at i o n .
economy has something to and put money
There is no need to
study abroad
do with this, even though into
look for new staff
programs and facwe are telling students this ulty exchange proor programs to do
the task. Also, there
is exactly the time to study grams.”
is a need for more
Major program
abroad for the job market is areas that will be
trained people in
certain areas such
extremely beneﬁlousy.
as foreign languagcial to the advance- LARRY LAFFREY
es and international
ment of internalexperience and exization and study
Director of Study Abroad
posure.
abroad programs
“American comare 2+2 and 1+3
panies are certainly looking to hire people programs.
with this area of expertise,” Launius said.
A student will complete two years of
“Washington is probably the single most education in a host country such as China
prominent state plugged into international and the last two years at Central if participating in 2+2 program.
trade and economy.”
BY ALEA THORNE

Staff Reporter

“

“

A 1+3 program is completing one year
of studies at a host college and three years
at Central. With these programs, Central
needs to make sure the curriculum of the
partnered institutions matches up closely
to the curriculum of Central.
A main concern of faculty at the forum was making study abroad opportunities more affordable to students as well
as faculty. Student exchange has become
extremely low because the cost of the exchange has gone up.
Central had the lowest number of
students studying abroad in winter and
spring quarter according to Larry Laffrey,
director of Study Abroad and Exchange
Programs.
“We know that the economy has something to do with this even though we are
telling students this is exactly the time to
study abroad for the job market is lousy.
You need that to distinguish yourself from
your peers,” Laffrey said.
One area that seems to be progressing
is faculty-led study abroad. There have
been many faculty members who have
stepped up in the past and led, and they
hope to see an increase of faculty-led expeditions in the future.
“It has been a struggle these few years
with not having an operating budget and
basically putting the charge back on the
student and those prices going up,” Foy
said. “We want to have lower prices for
our students; it makes it easier for them.
So, this new funding model will help elevate the pressure that Larry experiences

in his department.”
Overall, the main focus of internationalization is to bring students to campus so that Central can avoid budget
and program cuts.
Outgoing programs:
The more students
Africa - Morocco,
brought over, the
Ghana, South Africa,
more economically
stable Central is.
Botswana and
It gives faculty
Namibia.
and students an
Asia - China, Japan,
international expeIndia, Vietnam and
rience by bringing
Thailand.
students to Central.
Australia/Pacific
Many faculty memIslands including bers have gone to
New Zealand.
places like HunCentral America gary to teach and
Mexico and Costa Rica. enjoyed it.
Europe - France, UK,
With the funding gone, Central is
Spain, Italy, Ireland
not able to do that
and Poland.
Middle East - Jordan, anymore. This process will allow stuEgypt and Turkey.
dents and faculty to
S. America - Peru,
be able to do more
Chile and Brazil.
studying abroad.
For the complete
“If our students
list visit http://cwu. don’t learn how to
studioabroad.com/
operate in a globalized environment
where they can communicate and learn
from and talk to and feel comfortable with
people from different culture backgrounds
then where we’re doing them a disservice
overall,” said Kathleen Barlow, chair of
anthropology.
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Senate bill threatens a free-thinking Internet

How many times have you heard “Go U.S. prison, even though he’s never set
look it up on YouTube!”?
foot on U.S. soil before.
User-generated videos on sites like
Think of all the YouTube videos of
YouTube show audiences everything from adorable kittens with Katy Perry songs
how to make ribs to the latest Rebecca dubbed in. The creator of any video
Black video. There are millions of vid- deemed to include pirated content could
eos on the internet, including movies, TV face jail time. If PIPA is passed, YouTube
shows and music videos.
could potentially be held liable for those
What if it all were suddenly gone?
videos and would inevitably remove all usA new bill headed through the Senate er-generated content to avoid legal action.
called the Preventing
Piracy is not good
Real Online Threats
for anyone. It drastito Economic CreUsers will be reluctant to cally reduces proﬁts
ativity and Theft of
for the music and
Intellectual
Prop- create content for fear of vio- ﬁlm industries, and
erty Act of 2011, lating federal law and possi- in turn, drastically
also known as PRO- bly serving time because of a reduces jobs in those
TECT IP Act, or
industries.
PIPA, if passed, two-minute kitten video set
But PIPA is not
could heavily censor to a Katy Perry song.
good for anyone
sites like YouTube,
either. The bill diVimeo and Megarectly violates the
Video.
First Amendment. It
PIPA is a bill that is attempting to halt limits user’s creativity by creating an envithe operation of sites hosting counterfeit ronment of fear. Users will be reluctant to
goods, such as pirated music, movies and create content for fear of violating federal
TV shows. Its aim is mostly at sites regis- law and possibly serving time because of
tered outside the U.S., however PIPA also a two-minute kitten video set to a Katy
incriminates sites deemed as, according to Perry song.
Wikipedia, “engaging in, enabling or facilIf PIPA passes, it will set a precedent
itating” illegal copies or counterfeit goods. for a new kind of internet: a fearful, cenSites found engaging with or enabling pi- sored and creatively bankrupt internet.
racy sites or pirated material could be orThe purpose of the internet is to exdered to remove all links to the infringing press and share ideas on a mass scale.
site, or even be shut down.
If that purpose is suddenly limited, the
Take, for example, the case of 23-year- growth of ideas is limited and therefore,
old British student Richard O’Dwyer.
human progress is limited. Congress
According to the United Kingdom’s should not put limitations on human creThe Guardian, O’Dwyer is being extra- ativity.
dited to the U.S. for operating a webpage
Editorial board: Katharine Lotze, Amber
called “TVShack” that compiled links to
Benoit
other sites hosting pirated movies and TV
On Jan. 18, sites such as Wikipedia will
shows.
O’Dwyer didn’t have a single pirated
“blackout” in opposition to PIPA. For
TV show or movie on his website; he only
more information on PIPA, visit www.
had links to other websites with illegal
stopthewall.com
streaming videos. He faces 10 years in a

“

“

How do you know when you’re an
adult? I was trying to ﬁgure this out the
other day.
People always talk
about what they want
to be when they grow
up. Hell, I say that
kind of thing all the
time.
I think we look at
it as a sort of mystical
ideal. Like, one day I
want to do this, even
though I’m not doing
WES MORROW
it right now.
News Editor
It gives us an excuse for the time we
waste or the things we do in the present. If
we can say that we’ll do something when
we grow up then we don’t have to feel bad
for doing it right away.
When we were kids we wanted to be
awesome things, like astronauts, velociraptors and ﬁretrucks. We knew what we were
going to be and society couldn’t do anything about it.
But how do we know when we’re
grown-ups? People like to say that you
never really grow up, you just get more
responsibilities.
I don’t know if that’s true or not, but it
sure sounds pretty cool.
While I was thinking this weekend, I
tried to pinpoint the moment I knew I was
an adult. Now, my life isn’t a feature ﬁlm
so I have trouble nailing down epiphanic
moments in my existence, but I think I’ve
come up with a pretty solid formula for
adulthood.
Adults ﬁx stuff. That’s just the way it
is these days. Someone’s gotta do it, and
it’s just easier to obey child labor laws than
to make your child employees wear fake
moustaches all day.
Adults have to make tough decisions.
I remember one of the hardest decisions
I ever had to make after moving into my

own apartment. I was standing there,
completely awestruck. I had no idea that
there were so many different kinds of toilet paper.
Do I want the extra strong or the extra
soft, the extra thin or the extra stimulatory
kind? Do I want to pay for the fancy toilet paper or save money and get the cheap
kind made of recycled sandpaper?
I’m a pretty frugal guy. I hate to spend
more money than I have to, but I understand that some things just require more
money than others. For example, my butt
likes to be pampered. It doesn’t settle for
anything but the best.
That sandpaper toilet tissue offends my
anus (it has a delicate sensibility). My anus
is accustomed to high society, and it will
not tolerate anything but perfection.
It’s better educated than I, and it’s certainly a better conversationalist. When I
butt-dial people on my cell phone the conversations are delightful.
Sadly, I can’t rely on my posterior for
everything. Eventually, I must grow up
and become a contributing member of
society myself.
Maybe I already have. This weekend I
became aware of my prudishly adult ways
when I found out it was going to snow.
Kids can usually be distinguished fairly
easily from adults when it snows.
Kids run around screaming and essentially turn into Tasmanian devils because
all of their responsibilities go out the window.
Adults just get depressed because they
know they still have to go to work, they still
have to do their work, and now they’ve got
kids running around that they have to take
care of too.
So this is my appeal to whichever deity
controls the weather: Please, please don’t
make it snow. The last thing I want is for
the snow to reveal to everyone that I’ve
grown up, not the be a ﬁretruck, but to be
a workaholic scrooge.

The Student Medical and Counseling
Clinic is proud to be accredited by the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory
Health Care. The article in The Observer
last week (Jan 12-18, 2011), written by
Jeanette Genson, cited a student critical
of the services received at the clinic. I assume the citation by the reporter was an
effort at balanced journalism and putting
a local spin on the story by interviewing
students; however, I want to address the
reported criticism from a general perspective.
The accreditation site visitor reviewed
policies and processes of the clinic to ensure that practice standards are met. It is
true that the clinic met the standards in
an exemplary fashion. It is also true that
meeting accreditation standards is quite
different from meeting the expectations
of individual students. It should be of no
surprise to anyone that, on occasion, individual students will not be fully satisﬁed
with the services or care provided.
Periodically we ask the students actually using clinic services to complete a satisfaction survey. The aggregate data consistently reﬂects overwhelming satisfaction
with the services of both the medical and
behavioral health clinics. Once again how-

ever, there is, on occasion, dissatisfaction.
It’s probably an unfortunate aspect of
the society that we live in that a thousand
“atta’ boys” can be undermined by one
“you suck.” Nevertheless, the occasional
“you suck” still warrants attention because
the complaint might assist the clinic to improve processes and services.
As the senior director I encourage students with a less than satisfactory exchange
with the clinic to contact me. In 2011 the
clinic had over 15,000 patient visits and
an occasional “you suck” is, unfortunately,
to be expected but not excused. I’m interested in events that happen rarely, but
amount to big deals, as well as those events
that aren’t big deals, but seem to happen
frequently. There are multiple reasons for
not meeting the full expectations of an
individual student, some of those reasons
are correctable and some are not. As a
clinic, we value feedback from students,
and I’m personally willing to explore corrective actions, within the constraints of
what we can reasonably do, to the fullest
extent possible.

Dear Editor,
As someone who appreciates the academic resources at Central Washington
University, I was extremely disappointed,
yet not at all surprised to see posters in
the halls promoting upcoming events celebrating Martin Luther King.
Despite the massive, posthumous image-makeover he has received, hints to a
more accurate portrait are available. He
betrayed his wife multiple times (which,
considering his popular image as a sincere
Christian, is quite notable), was a plagiarist, and left a lasting legacy of anti-American legal (and socio-political) straightjackets couched in feel-good, illogical
language. The student groups and faculty
who are organizing and promoting these
events need to face the facts and recognize
that they are honoring the dishonorable.
Ralph Abernathy, friend and successor
to Martin Luther King as Southern Christian Leadership Conference president,
acknowledged in his 1989 autobiography
that King engaged in frequent extramarital affairs, which were evidenced by recordings from FBI bugs planted in hotel
rooms. King was married with four children at the time.
In 1990, a story broke in the national
media revealing that, a few years earlier,
archivists working for the Martin Luther
King Papers Project uncovered proof that
vast portions (nearly one-half of the ﬁrst
part and over one-ﬁfth of the second) of
King’s Ph.D. dissertation had been lifted,
word-for-word, from the works of other
writers. Attribution was not properly given
in some cases, and in others none at all
was given. This is plagiarism in the purest sense of the term. A news report de-

tailing the revelations can be found in a
1990 New York Times article entitled, “Plagarism Seen by Scholars in King’s Ph.D
Dissertation.”
There are also, most unfortunately,
the consequences of the movement he
led, primarily the attack on the freedom
of all Americans to associate as they see
ﬁt, most noticeable today in employment
and housing regulations resulting from
the so-called Civil Rights Act that restricts
the rights of individuals, communities and
business owners. There is no doubt that
many see this as victory (for a ‘progress’
they can scarcely deﬁne) but for most this
law would be regarded rightly as a calamity, if they truly understood its implications.
There are numerous websites that explain why he is not who most mainstream
institutions purport him to be. To be sure,
there is much careless conjecture about
him, but the most dangerous lies are those
that most people believe: the ones that
paint him as a saint. I recommend the site
http://setanta.unl.edu/mlk/dn_column.
html for further reading.
He does not deserve to be honored as a
secular saint, an American patriot, a civil
rights activist, a man of his word, or even
a man with a way with words, since many
of his were stolen from other men. His
face should not be displayed public property as a logo, as has happened relatively
recently in King County, and considering
his conﬁrmed, egregious academic dishonesty, he most certainly should not be
honored by CWU.
T.J. McAllister, Ellensburg resident

Randy Robinette, PhD
Senior. Director,
Student Medical and Counseling Clinic

Dear Readers,
The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues.
Please include your full name and university affiliation: year and major, degree and year
graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
please e-mail your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The
Observer reserves the right to reject or edited for style and length. All letters become
property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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By Chloe Ramberg, staff reporter

uzzing with energy and excitement, Bluestone Academy of
Cosmetology is the place to go
for a new look or a thrilling new
career.
Located at 201 N. Pine St., the academy
offers a plethora of inexpensive beauty treatments ranging from a $7 haircut to a $20 full
set of acrylic nails. The salon is open Wednesday through Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and accepts appointments or walk-ins.
In a clean and vibrant environment, the
salon includes hair stations, manicure and
pedicure seats, massage tables and classrooms.
Theresa Barlen, owner and instructor of
Bluestone Academy, is an expert in her field.
She studied hair for 12 years and owned her
own salon in downtown Seattle. Barlen was
drawn to the idea of opening the academy
because she wanted to work with the young
demographic that are most sought after in the
industry.
Painted a vibrant green, Barlen has designed her academy to be the perfect setting
for any age group-modern and upbeat. Going
to the salon, a customer’s mood is instantly
uplifted. This mood continues throughout the
whole experience as they see the student’s
decorative stations, proving the students take
much pride in their work.
While Barlen has created an enthusiastic
work place and has much knowledge to pass
down, she also learns from her students. For
her, the best part about being involved in the
academy is the students.
“Without them, we wouldn’t be here,” Barlen said. “Some of the smartest, funniest, most
clever students I’ve ever met.”
The students certainly are excited about being at Bluestone Academy.
While the academy stays fairly busy, during
any down time, the students are practicing different techniques of a new hair style or a type
of facial on each other.
The salon also reaches out to their community, participating in events such as the CWU
Fashion Club (TFC) and Locks of Love. The
students practice extravagant hair and makeup
to help with TFC’s final show and is also an
active supporter of Locks of Love, the nonprofit organization that provides quality hair
pieces to people suffering from long term hair

loss from any type of diagnosis. Last year, the
salon gave out 65 haircuts for free in order to
help this important cause.
Becca Wensley, who has been a student
at the academy since July, said the best part
about her job is the experience.
“You get a lot more experience working
here than at any other salon,” Wensley said.
The students serve a diverse clientele, as
well as have many opportunities to gain better
skills.
With a smaller class, the students have the
chance to use their knowledge on real models,
not just on the plastic heads.
Not only do the stylists-in-training receive
excellent instruction from a professional, but
they are constantly working their hardest to
improve their skills on their own.
There is never a slow day at the Bluestone
Academy.
With an instructor such as Barlen, the
students gain the valuable skills required to
succeed in a fast-changing industry. Certainly
passionate about their work, so are their
clients. Bluestone has an exciting and warm
atmosphere. Customers leave feeling satisfied
with the final result and the connection they
made with their stylist.
“The most important element is the human
element,” Barlen said.
She is focused on teaching students how to
provide customers with exceptional service
and how to make every customer feel secure
and welcome.
Customers sit in the salon chairs and engage
in a fun conversation with their hair dresser
and leave the salon with a smile on their face.
Angela Thomson, a second time customer
at the academy, describes all the stylists as
friendly. The students and the clients looked
genuinely happy.
Not only are clients impressed with the
service, but the price as well. The salon offers
quality products and services that are reasonably priced for any age group.
Patty Davis, a frequent client of the academy, had nothing but great things to say about
her experience.
“You get great service, and there is always
an instructor right there to make sure the students are doing things right,” Davis said. “Not
to mention the unbeatable prices. I loved it!”

For more information and a list of prices visit bluestone-academy.com

2

people come to Bluestone to get cheap
1 Many
hair cuts by the students at great quailty.
offers many hair products,
2 Bluestone
including Rusk and Bed Head.

offer many different types of hair cuts and
3 They
styles. They also foil and color hair.
Photos by Cassandra Krous/Observer
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Tees, hats and kicks
Royal Sports crowns itself in swag and style
BY CHRISTOPHER SPARKS

Staff Reporter

The grand opening of Royal Sports in
downtown Ellensburg is bringing a new
ﬂavor and swag to the burg.
Royal Sports is owned and operated
by Randy Crimp and Jan Ramirez. They
have partnered up with Respect My Region, a company created and run by Central students, to open a new store. Royal
Sports sells hats, snapbacks, sweatshirts,
and T-shirts.
Royal Sports is located on 309 N. Main
St., about a 10 minute walk from campus.
The store offers exclusive New Era snapback hats, 59/Fifty hats with a vast selection of basketball and football teams in
snap back or ﬁtted styles.
“No store in Ellensburg is like this
store,” said Isaac Lanier, head of marketing and promotions of Respect My Region.
The store was once located on Crimp’s
parents’ golf course and now the owners
hope to gain more exposure to Central
students and the Ellensburg community.
Royal Sports has been involved in community events such as Bite of the Burg,
Winterfest, and many Respect My Region
shows. Royal Sports and Respect My Region both started about a year-and-a-half
ago and have been working together for
about a year.
“It’s perfect,” Ramirez said. “It’s a
bunch of entrepreneurs trying to make
something happen.”
Respect My Region has become very
popular among Central students. The

owners encourage students to come check
out the shop.
“It’s a good test for our clothing in the
mainstream,” said Mitch Pfeifer, co-owner
of Respect My Region.
Royal Sports is more than the everyday
hat shop in the mall.
“To get these kinds of hats you have to
drive to Seattle or Yakima, but now we can
offer something in town,” Crimp said.
They feel they have a competitive edge
by moving downtown compared to other
stores.
“We look at our business in a young
person’s point of view,” Ramirez said.
“We want a majority of our products to be
things we would want to wear and buy.”
Royal Sports had its grand opening on
Jan. 13. There was a great turn out with a
blend of Central students and local community members. There was a DJ set up
spinning music and a performance by Respect My Region rap artist Mike Champoux. The store offered a ﬁve-percent discount on all hats, and 15-percent discount
on all Respect My Region gear.
The store offers a clean, simple, and
retro look to their product lines. The owners are hoping to expand their products to
include shoes and women’s clothing.
“We want to expand to help the community,” Ramirez said.
Royal Sports hopes to eventually offer
sporting equipment for different sports
and popular shoe brands such as Jordans
and Dunks.

MICHAEL HARRISON/OBSERVER

TRY ME Rows of snapbacks and fitted hats line the inside of Royal Sports along
with other gear that is sure to make anybody stand out among the rest.

Manuary

T H E
S C O O p

brings passion
of spoken word
to Central

JAN. 19

jan. 19

A RANT AND A

STUDENTS FREE

FACULTY JAZZ
CONCERT
MUSIC BUILDING
CONCERT HALL
7 P.M.
FREE

jan. 20

jan. 21

“NOT AMY”,
THE WHERABOUTS,
& DUANE HARBICK
SURC BALLROOM
8 P.M.
$5

WINTERHOP

PRAYER
RAW SPACE
7:30 P.M.

BY MENDE SMITH

Assistant Scene Editor

Throughout history, poetry and war
are complimentary pursuits. Poems retell the glory and defeat found in battle.
Honor and virtue are markedly the face
of fearlessness—when men are thrust into
MENDE SMITH/OBSERVER
battle. As the warrior faces death and the
terrors of war make a man contemplate SPEAK EASY Chaney reads from his newest collection “Mighty Peasant” in Holmes
the largeness of life—this is where Manu- Dining Room Jan. 12, 2012.
ary ﬁnds us. Manuary offers an opportunity for students to revisit spoken word art“Hello, I am so glad to see all of you such as liberty, justice, and sovereignty,
istry of generations past surrounding the
guys again,” Chaney said. “I can’t believe and the modern war for truth and purpose
concepts that affect “manly” men—not to
it has been a year since I have been out in society of mankind, brothers and sons
mention awareness of prostate health.
of weaker men—both the warrior and the
As a part of national prostate cancer here to read at Central.”
Mighty Peasant is his poet get into the passions of wondering
awareness month, the
newest collection of 17 what it all means.
Diversity
Education
tracks. At the end of his
“I would love to teach a workshop here
Center (DEC) hosts the
I always give it
performance Chaney at Central—I think that would be great,
Warrior Poets event evaway and the
ery January. For three
takes a seat at the end there is a lot of interest in writing poetry
years, the DEC has
of a long table and pulls here,” Chaney said.
love
comes
on
back.
invited spoken word
the CDs from his black
Listening to the modern spoken word
artist and mentor, Jorbag. Students who want artistry of men like Chaney, it is no won-Jordan
Chaney
dan Chaney to feature.
Poet to meet him quickly sur- der that singers, poets, and writers have
Chaney calls himself a
round Chaney. Chaney up and joined the armed forces, seeking to
“ﬁsher of men.” The
offers each of them a retell the glory and enlightenment of ﬁguevent began with Cenrative and literal war.
tral students reading from spiral notebook free CD.
“I always do this to keep my work out
Often the other warriors who cannot
and pages with Chaney alternating in bethere,” Chaney said. “I always give it away express their feelings and experiences in
tween.
poetry or song welcome these wordsmiths
Chaney takes his audience on a chop- and the love comes on back.”
Mighty Peasant recants the pursuit of to the business of war.
pier trail twisting forward and back from a
teenaged father to a self-reﬂecting prophet love over loneliness; leading the way for
of life, parenting, and all of the greatness the “wars” being fought by the fearless
visit Chaney’s website www.billowingwords.com.
men for some grand purpose or crusade,
that the “war” called love brings.

“

“

AFTERPARTY
RAW SPACE
8 P.M.
$5

jan. 22

jan. 23

4TH ANNUAL
WEDDING & EVENT
EXPO
SURC BALLROOM
11 A.M. -3 P.M.
$3 PER PERSON
$5 COUPLES

MONDAY MOVIE
MADNESS
“50/50”
7 & 9:30 P.M.
SURC THEATRE
STUDENTS FREE
GENERAL $3

jan. 24

jan. 24

THEATRE IN THE RAW
“METROPOLIS”
CIRCA 1927
RAW SPACE
7 P.M.

AQUA ZUMBA

STUDENTS FREE

4:30- 6 P.M.
CWU AQUATIC
CENTER
FREE
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Down home sound: The Whereabouts explore love affair with music, lyrics
BY ASHTON CERMAK

Staff Reporter

With modern music becoming more
splintered, listeners struggle harder than
ever through a sea of garbage to ﬁnd genuine, authentic tunes. In Ellensburg, a group
of ﬁve talented musicians are here to part
that sea.
The Whereabouts formed when guitarist Bill Muhlstein met singer Hilary Allison
through a mutual friend. Soon, they were
introduced to their current drummer Joey
Aubert. After ﬁnding bassist Andy Lowe,
the band made a ﬁnal addition of guitarist,
Nick McLean.
“[McLean] just started hanging out at
practice,” Allison said. “He’d known Bill
for a couple of years, and one day we asked
him to join.”
Punk rock, heavy metal, and psychobilly
make up some of the genres that inﬂuence
The Whereabouts’ sound.
“I listen to lots of old bluegrass,”
McLean said. “Some metal, a lot of the
bands on Farmageddon Records.”
Any artist has to ﬁnd a voice, so what do
The Whereabouts write about?
“Love, hate, drinking and witchcraft,”
Allison said. “Not only those things explicitly, but we keep sing those as themes. I wrote
a song about hating an ex-boyfriend called
‘Witch Hunt’. It’s about love and relationships, but we can’t get away from ghosts
and witches.”
One of the band’s newer songs exempliﬁes their sense of humor.
‘“Devil’s Gonna Send you to Chicago”
is about how Satan lives in everyone,”

COREY SMITH/OBSERVER

ROOFTOP The Whereabouts, Nick McLean, Hillary Allison and Bill Muhlstein, (not
pictured, Joey Aubert and Andy Lowe) will be playing at Raw Space on Jan. 20.

McLean said. “Its more of a cautionary
tale. We don’t actually worship Satan.”
According to Allison, the band’s obsession with the occult and all things strange
stems from listening to Black Sabbath and a
60’s psychedelic band named Coven.
The Whereabouts uses a democratic
song writing process. Allison and Muhlstein
write most of the music and lyrics, while
Lowe and McLean continually play along
until they ﬁgure out what sounds right and
locks it in place. When creative differences
arise, the band focuses less on compromise
but more on ﬁnding something that makes
everyone happy.
“We try to ﬁnd a middle ground that
ﬁts in with the rest of our songs,” Allison

5 minutes with
Allen Stone
By:Kelsee Dodson - Carter

Q: How much has changed since the last time you
were at Raw Space in September?
A: Well I gained like eight pounds because I’ve been eating fast

food on the road (laughs) No. I mean I think it’s grown, my music and
my fan base and people who are interested. I am now interviewing
four people instead of one. That’s changed. I have a
new van I just got a couple of days ago. Nothing
like, you know, astronomical. I didn’t
win a Grammy or anything yet. But
some good stuff is coming for sure.

said. “There is never any ﬁghting. We are
really laid back but get equally excited. It’s
a scientiﬁc process. Your ﬁrst song is a hypothesis and you test it out, switch up the
variables and make it work how you can.”
Although Allison is the only female in
the group, she claims it causes no issues.
“I have the mentality of a 13 year old
boy,” Allison said. “We all just like to hang
out, play music and act silly with our friends.”
The Whereabouts have lifetimes of
experience under their collective belts.
McLean has been playing guitar for the
past 11 years, Muhlstein for 15. Drummer
Aubert has been honing his percussive craft
for 12 years and Allison has been singing
for only two years but feels right at home in

her vocal role.
“I’ve really come into my own with his
band,” Allison said. “I was in a few bands
in high school but we were never serious.”
Aubert began playing drums after his little brother’s drum teacher passed away and
left him a drum set. One year, his mother
offered to buy him drum lessons since his
little brother had lost interest in the instrument, and the rest is history.
“My playing is more geared toward
groove and feel,” Aubert said. “My patron
saint is John Bonham, I love what he did
with triplets.”
Allison is inﬂuenced by a tradition of
strong, conﬁdent female vocalists like Alison Mosshart of The Kills and Grace Slick
of Jefferson Airplane. She also enjoys males
vocalists like Johnny Cash and Elvis.
Mclean’s playing is inﬂuenced by metal
legends like the late Darrell “Dimebag Darrell” Abbott of Pantera and Tony Iommi of
Black Sabbath. He also ﬁnds a great deal of
inspiration in legendary Jazz pioneer Django Reinhardt and psychobilly guitarist The
Reverend Horton Heat.
The Whereabouts played at the Buskin’
in the Burg festival last October, which was
not unfamiliar territory.
“We ﬁrst got our name out there by playing at the farmers market,” Allison said.
It would seem there is nowhere to go but
up for The Whereabouts with a possible
recording session to take place over spring
break.
“We’d like to reach our full potential as
a band,” McLean said. “Whether that is
never making out of the same bars or going
on tour.”

Q: What was it like being on Conan O’Brien?
A: Awesome. I was nervous as hell. I was totally shaking after-

wards. It was probably one of the most humbling, exciting, incredible experiences of my life. Being an independent artist and getting
an opportunity to showcase your music on that huge of a spectrum. I maybe pulled an extra 500 viewers to that show that night
and Conan was wonderful to have me knowing that and then on
top of that he said some incredibly and endearing and nice things
to me after I played. So, it was a huge blessing.

Q: What has been the highlight of all of your success?
A: This right here. Getting to play in front of people. Whether it’s
Ellensburg, or St. Louis, or Kansas City or wherever. My passion is
getting to play live and so whenever I have an opportunity to do
that it’s a huge blessing for me. I love it.

Q: What are you most looking forward to in the future?
A: The same thing. I just want to play live until the day

that I die. I hopefully will be able to maintain that. I hopefully will
be able to grow a fan base and support group who will follow me for
when I’m old and gray and stink more than I do now. But I’m really excited
we’re going to Europe this year. We’re doing South Africa and Australia and
stuff. I’m excited for that. I look forward to it all. I got a beautiful group of people
around me. I just got a tour manager that I’m crazy about, she’s such a sweetheart. My band is like the s**t. They are my best buds. I’m blessed all around like
360. It’s kind of incredible.

Q: How does it feel to be 2012 best new artist to watch, according to Esquire?

A: Esquire magazine is probably the last magazine that I could see myself in, but it’s flattering.
After interviewing soul singer Allen
Stone in his tour van he performed
a greasy set at Raw Space, Jan. 13
BEN MCBRIDE/OBSERVER

Whether it’s the Ellensburg paper or Esquire magazine, anybody that puts me in a category of somebody to watch is great. The last six months of my life there’s been a ton of that, people comparing
me to my idols and saying that I’m going to do really cool stuff. It doesn’t matter who it is. It could
be some 15-year-old girl at a show or the head of Live Nation and it’s flattering because I’m just
some little kid, well I’m not a kid, I’m a man now, but I’m just a guy from a small town in Eastern
Washington and I didn’t expect any of this to happen. So it’s such a blessing when it does for sure.
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Night club changes the game
Old school board games, next generation gaming & shots!
BY GUY HOLLIDAY

Staff Reporter

Shooters 2.0, the nightclub that just
opened up on W. Fifth Ave. downtown, is
a bar for people who don’t want an average bar experience. Shooters 2.0 is technically a nightclub: this was the only way
to ensure that Mike Morgan, owner and
entrepreneur, could serve drinks and not
food.
Nightclubs are alone in this “privilege”
of a kind, with the stipulation that a nightclub must also provide entertainment.
Shooters 2.0 certainly offers up entertainment for its guests, but not of a typical
kind for a late-night club.
Where one might normally expect
dancing and ﬂashing lights, Shooters 2.0
entertainment comes from next-generation gaming consoles at the bar, nice open
tabletops designed for board games and
cards, and a big pool table with plenty of
space around to make shots, while taking
shots. Most other local bars would and
do ungraciously cram two tables in space
much more appropriate for one.
Some local readers may remember
owner Morgan as “card shop guy” from
Ellensburg’s own Central City Comics.
Morgan owned and operated that local
institution up until 2004, serving the community with comics, cards, and gaming
culture as he now serves up good drinks
and gaming.
As a former recreation and tourism

major at Central, Morgan believes his experiences at Central encouraged him toward making a great place like Shooters
2.0, for the alternative crowd.
“I want to be the best of both worlds,”
Morgan said. “It’s activity-oriented, you
come in and do things with your friends,
and physically participate while you
drink.”
Physical participation doesn’t mean
dancing for guests, but with fun theme
nights like Tequila Tuesday and Whisky
Wednesday, guests can have a blast throwing darts, playing pool, and singing karaoke.
Morgan encourages people who don’t
normally go out to bars to come in and
try Shooters 2.0. Anything from beer and
pretzels-style Dungeons & Dragons games
to regular Magic: the Gathering tournaments are on the calendar at Shooters 2.0.
The night club also boasts a wide array
of contemporary gaming titles like Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare 3, Skyrim, and a
whole range of sports games.
The bar itself is lined with two
XBOX360 machines, two Playstation 3s,
and a Wii, not to mention the commendable variety of “retro-gaming” consoles
like the Super Nintendo and Nintendo 64
systems.
Shooters 2.0 has a fun drink system too.
Morgan’s drinking philosophy is that small
drinks with good booze, mixed well, are
the most fun.
No there is no Monarch in the wells:

BONNIE DAVIDSON/OBSERVER

CLUBIN’ Shooters 2.0 grand opening is on Super Bowl Sunday, Feb. 5, and is open
every day from 2 p.m.-2 a.m.

Morgan pours Smirnoff and Bacardi instead.
The scotch and soda is particularly stiff
and there is a great unlisted drink Morgan makes called the Rattlesnake, which
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War Horse
Defeated by a critic
BY JEFFREY ALLEN COTÉ

Staff Reporter

Examining Steven Spielberg’s inﬂuence on contemporary American cinema
is a daunting task. As a director, he’s given
audiences such masterful ﬁlms as “Raiders of the Lost Ark,” “Saving Private
Ryan,”
“Jurassic
Park,” “E.T.,” and
“Schindler’s List.”
Spielberg has entered the spotlight
once again with
“War Horse,” a war
epic adapted from
Michael Morpurgo’s children’s novel
of the same name
and the award-winning West End stage
PHOTO COURTESY
OF IMBD.COM
adaptation by Nick
Stafford.
The ﬁlm stars newcomer Jeremy Irvine as Albert, a British teen who quickly
befriends a young colt named Joey. Soon
after the two become friends, an unfortunate series of events forces Albert’s father
Ted (Peter Mullan) to sell the colt off to
the British army.
The rest of the narrative focuses on
Joey’s travels through World War I era Europe as he affects the life of each person
who meets him on his long and tiring military journey.
On a visual level, “War Horse” is ab-
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solutely stunning. Cinematographer Janusz Kaminski, a frequent collaborator of
Spielberg’s, has created a beautiful ﬁlm.
Kaminski took advantage of the setting’s
sweeping landscapes to create many inspiring and breathtaking images. Michael
Kahn’s editing is also noteworthy, which
is consistently smooth. The narrative of
“War Horse” isn’t nearly as elegant and
tightly wound as Kaminski’s and Kahn’s
work. Richard Curtis’ and Lee Hall’s
screenplay is so incredibly messy that it
nearly ruins everything else the ﬁlm has to
offer.
Over the course of the ﬁlm’s tiring 2.5
hour run time, Joey ﬁnds himself in the
hands of no more than six people. From
Spielberg’s overly sentimental direction
and John Williams’ blunt musical cues, it
can be assumed that the audience should
feel sympathy for these characters’ lives.
Even Albert, who is given a whole hour
of screen time with Joey in his care, falls
ﬂat as an identiﬁable character. Curtis and
Hall build Albert up as a boy driven by his
relationship with his horse, yet they fail to
provide him with strength of character.
The screenwriters’ point of how an
animal can change a person’s life is made
much too strongly to be at all effective.
In last year’s “Buck,” Cindy Meehl’s
much more effective documentary on
horse handler Buck Brannaman, horses
are shown to be intelligent creatures that
are fully capable of human connection.
However, in “War Horse,” Curtis and
Hall take this knowledge a step too far by
showing their characters having full-blown
conversations with Joey as if he can completely understand human
language. This makes for
a lot awkward interactions and overwhelmingly
cheesy dialogue.
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You don’t
know squat
By Santos Herrera
Staff Reporter

Rice

Rice is a vocal performance major,
American Sign Language (ASL) minor,
a resident assistant in Quigley Hall, and
a member of the Douglas Honors College.
Rice began lifting in high school
when he joined the strength team. Rice
stated that he originally joined the team
because he wanted to get bigger, but
soon fell in love with lifting. It was then
that he decided to focus on getting
stronger rather than bigger.
“I wasn’t very good at [lifting] and I
wanted to be,” Rice said.
One of Rice’s biggest inspirations
was Brent Mikesell, an accomplished
power lifter with a record squat of 1,100
pounds.
Mikesell told Rice that he could do
well in the sport, and that is just what
he has done. His world record dead lift
escalated to 751 pounds.
Power lifters on television are often
seen jumping up and down to pump

(Center)
Photo courtesy of Zack McCarley.

McCarley lifts up a giant cannon-like
weight in a strongman competition in
Robinsonville,
Mississippi. McCarley is currently the
“best lightweight in America.”

Editor//Danny Schmidt

player. I pushed him, and he became a
world record holder.”
Rice is especially proud of his 751
pound world-record dead lift, and a
squat, bench and dead lift 1,746 pound
total that clocks in as the second best
total in the nation for any age. He plans
to compete and represent his sponsors,
Universal Nutrition and Animal Pak, this
April, at the MHP Hardcore Powerlifting
Challenge.

McCarley

themselves up just before a lift. HowMcCarley is pursuing a degree in
ever, Rice just focuses on staying calm chemistry and he will be competing this
when he walks up to the weights and March.
thinks to himself, “Wow! That looks
Strongman competitions differ from
heavy.”
power lifting because of the types of
Rice has become a great influence lifts. Powerlifting consist of squats,
on his peers. According to his parents, bench press, and dead lifts. Strongman
Marc and Janet Rice, Ben has always competitions consist of events such as
been an amazing role model for his sis- the Atlas Stones and Farmers Walk.
ter, Courtney, who also weight lifted for
The Atlas Stones involve competifour years in high
tors trying to
school.
lift giant stones
Adam Bighill,
I know a lot of people say that weigh huna former Central
he or she pushed me to do my dreds of pounds
student, was also
platforms
best, but ours was on another onto
heavily impacted
elevated above
level. [Rice] pushed me and I the ground. Durby Rice. Bighill,
now a profesbecame a pro football player. ing the Farmer’s
sional
football
I pushed him and he became Walk, strongmen
player in the Cacarry weights in
a world record holder.
nadian Football
each hand as fast
League (CFL), said
-ADAM BIGHILL
as they can for as
that if he had to
Former Central student
far as they can.
describe Rice in
McCarley first
three words, they
became
interwould be “dediested
in
weight
training
and
competcated, motivated and powerful.”
“I know a lot of people say he or she ing through watching his stepfather
pushed me to do my best, but ours lift weights when he was young and
was on another level,” Bighill said. Rice watching competitions on television.
“pushed me and I became a pro football He used to watch competitions and say,

“

“

Central students, Ben Rice and Zack
McCarley, have both achieved high accomplishments in power lifting and
strongman competitions.

[

[

cwuobserversports@gmail.com

“I can do that.” That ‘I can do that’
mentality turned into, “I should do that.”
Inspired by accomplished strongmen Jon Pall Sigmarsson and Bill Kazmaier, McCarley entered his first competition just before the age of 19. He
was the lightest person in the competition by 70 pounds and the youngest by
a year-and-a half.
“It was one of the best non-pro
contests in the U.S., and I got my butt
whooped,” McCarley said.
McCarley knew that he had to learn
how to train properly. He called Grant
Higa, a professional strongman, for help
in training. According to Higa, McCarley
called him and said, “Hey, I live here in
Maple Valley, WA, and I heard that you
are the guy to contact because I want to
be a strongman.”
McCarley and Higa became training
partners and learned a lot from each
other over the years. The two of them
still take turns picking each other’s
brains about how their progress can be
improved or even adjusted to be in the
best shape possible.
“I love the kid, and he has helped
me improve as a strongman,” Higa said.
“And I foresee bigger and better things
for Zack in 2012.”
Another close training partner McCarley had in his strongman journey
was Pete Marcoff. Marcoff is accredited
to teaching McCarley to lift the infamous Atlas Stones and was a top three
finalist in Washington’s Strongest Apple
and Hawaii’s Strongest Man.
McCarley “is very gifted and in his
opinion, is one of the best lifters in the
world,” Marcoff said.
Through hard work, dedication, and
sacrifice, McCarley currently holds the
title of the best lightweight in America.

(Below and bottom left)
Photo courtesy of Ben Rice.

(Bottom left) Rice deadlifts at the world
championships in Las Vegas, Nevada in
2009. Rice won first place at the event.
(Below) Rice deadlifts 735 pounds at Local’s
Gym in Lynwood.
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MANuary gladiators compete for cancer cure
goal of the game is to try to put a ball in
one of three baskets in the middle of the
arena.
For some, the month of January heralds
The two baskets on the outside are
New Year’s resolutions, some kept, some worth one point, while the middle basket
not. For the Center for Student Empower- is worth three. To score, participants must
ment, January is all run through three gladiators.
about bringing to
After all the participants have faced the
For more informalight men’s issues via gladiators, the top eight contestants from
tion go to SURC
events and speakers each gender compete in a single eliminaRoom 250 or visit the designed to explore tion tournament to determine a winner.
Center for Student
what it means to ‘be
The event is brutal, but the contestants
a man’ and how to are in it more for the fun than anything else.
Empowerment’s
website at www.cwu. be ‘the whole man.’
Stacey Smith, senior secondary math
Before the in- education, won the tournament last year.
edu/~ecenter.
ception of Manu“I saw that [Gladiators] was going on,
ary, four years ago, and it looked like fun, and it was,” Smith
there was a small conversation group led said. “I really enjoyed American Gladiators
by members of the
on TV, and I ﬁgured
Center for Student
I’d give it a try.”
Empower ment.
Patrick
Mehl,
I really enjoyed AmeriMal Stewman, asjunior physics, won
sistant
director
can Gladiators on TV, and I
the guys side tourfor the center for
nament last year,
figured I’d give it a try.
student empowerbut decided not to
ment, wanted to
enter the competichange that.
-STACEY SMTIH
tion this year.
“The students
Senior, secondary math education major
Scott’s big congot bored. We got
cern was the safety
bored as well,”
of the students.
Stewman said. “Let’s do fun stuff.”
“What
can
we
do
to
keep the students
After some careful deliberation with
safe,
but
still
use
the
physical
aspect?” Scott
Eric Scott, intramural and special events
said.
coordinator, they came up with a modiﬁHe found his answer by borrowing safecation of Powerball , a game from the TV
ty equipment from other teams. He borshow American Gladiators.
Each player faces off against another rowed lacrosse helmets and used the wresplayer in the arena, but not directly. The tling mats as an arena.
BY CHACE DAV Y

Staff Reporter

“

“

PHOTO COURTESY OF TYLER KARAVIAS

GARBAGE DUTY A participant attempts to throw the ball into the bucket as she
get hit by a gladiator at the SURC..

Stewman’s goal was to fuse education
with entertainment; “edutainment” as he
called it.
This way students are able to have fun
while learning about risks and ways to pre

vent testicular cancer.
The Center for Student Empowerment
hosts other events during Manuary as well.
On Jan. 24 they are presenting on “The
Art of Manliness” at 7 p.m. in the SURC
Theatre.

sports
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Losing streak snapped against MSUB
BY ALEXANDRA SHERK

Staff Reporter

Central’s men’s basketball team lost another game as Seattle Pacific added to the
now four-game Wildcat losing streak. The
Thursday night blowout saw the Wildcats
lose 76-49.
Not only did the Wildcats struggle to
gain dominance on the glass, but shots were
not falling as Central ended the game with
a 26.8 field goal percentage.
But the Wildcats didn’t dwell on the losing streak as they made a comeback statement against Montana State University
Billings (MSUB) Saturday night at Nicholson Pavilion.
Sophomore Lacy Haddock had a season-high 35 points as he led the Wildcats
to a 115-107 victory, snapping the losing
streak.
Thursday night, against Seattle Pacific,
started off on what seemed to be the right
foot, as sophomore center Kevin Davis had
a crowd-roaring dunk to put the first points
on the board.
Shortly after, Seattle Pacific took momentum with an 11-6 run to quiet the
Wildcat crowd.
The Falcons continued to extend the
lead throughout the half with a huge
momentum swing just before the buzzer
sounded.
“I thought the run going into halftime
really bothered us the rest of the game,”
Head Coach Greg Sparling said. “That
is one team you just can’t let do that, you
can’t let them swing the ball and you can’t
let them get in a rhythm because they are
that good.”
The Falcons continued to dominate
Central throughout the second half leading
by as many as 33 points at one point.
Central could not find any shooting
rhythm and allowed Seattle Pacific to shoot
54.5 percent from the field and dominate
inside the paint.
“I think a lot of it was we just missed
shots, we expected them to play a zone, but
they were in a man,” junior guard Jordan
Coby said. “It threw us off a little bit, but
we just had to adjust.”
Central was out-rebounded 54-19, allowing 18 on the offensive end. Coby was
the only Central player to score in double
figures with 15 points.
Falcons’ sophomore David Downs led
all scorers with 20 points on 7 of 11 shooting.
“It’s a carry-over from last year. You are
arguably the best, you beat people and now
people are going to try and stick it to you,
and we have to respond,” Sparling said.
“It is one we have to put behind us and get
ready for Billings.”
The loss pushed Central’s Great Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) record
to 1-5.
Saturday night was a different story for
the Wildcats. Haddock had an outstanding
game, leading Central with 35 points, 18 of
which came in the second half.
Central ended their losing streak as
they made a comeback statement against
MSUB.
Central started the game off slow, allowing the Yellowjackets to stir up a 27-9 lead
early in the first half. Haddock had seen
enough and went on a 7 point frenzy by
himself to cut the lead down to 7.
The Wildcats went on a 17-6 run with
less than four minutes to go in the half to
cut the lead down to just one point as Central headed into the locker room with some
hope for the second half.
“Defense and rebounding, that is what
we focused on tonight and the last few
days,” Haddock said. “We score easily because we have so much talent.”
The second half was a close contest

Men’s rugby
shutout
in season
opener
to UBC
BY Scott Herman

Staff Reporter

Seth lomborg/observer

FALCON PUNCH Sophomore guard Philipp Lieser shoots over an SPU defender in
Thursday night’s home loss.

until the end as the Yellowjackets’ Antoine Proctor scored 26 second half points,
but then fouled out of the game with two
minutes remaining.
Central seniors Toussaint Tyler and
Jody Johnson both provide huge offensive
outputs with a combined 35 points in the
second half alone.
Tyler was flawless from the free-throw
line shooting 7 of 7. Johnson added 16 second half points and finished the game with
10 rebounds.
Overall, the trio of Haddock, Tyler and
Johnson collaborated for 78 points in the
much needed win.
“Our shots were falling tonight, we still

have things we have to work on defensively,
but our shots were falling,” Johnson said.
Central is now sitting at 2-5 in the
GNAC and has snapped their four-game
losing streak.
The Wildcats were only 5 of 19 from
three-point land but shot well from the field
with 53.2 percent, holding MSUB to 45.3
percent in the contest.
Sophomore Kevin Davis had 17 points,
12 boards, three blocks, and two steals.
Central is back on the road to take on
rival Western Washington on Wednesday,
Jan. 18 at 7 p.m.
The game will be televised on ROOT
sports and it’s Central’s first and only televised game of the year.

In their first match of the 15-player
season, the Central men’s rugby team
lost to the University of British Columbia
36-0 in Seattle on Saturday.
The Wildcats had to deal with snowy
conditions and an experienced Thunderbird squad. The match was the first
15’s style match Central had to play in a
while, as they used the fall season to focus
on their seven-player squad that went to
the National Championships in Texas.
British Columbia scored first at the
seven minute mark, and held a 12-0 lead
at halftime. Both teams struggled to get
their footing, and the match became
more about controlling the ball and
retaining possession. With the advantage
going into the second half, the Thunderbirds were able to score four more tries,
two of which came in the final five minutes when the match was all but decided.
Playing with at least an inch of snow
on the ground at Seattle’s Magnusson
Park, the weather played a major factor
in how the game turned out.
With a slick ball, passes were sloppy
and there were plenty of fumbles on both
sides.
Coach Bob Ford admitted the snow
negatively impacted his team’s play.
“It slowed it down quite a bit,” Ford
said. “You know we’re a team that’s built
for speed. It really slowed it down and
made it a pretty physical, messy contest.”
British Columbia is a well-structured
team with a veteran frontline that took
advantage of the large number of
scrums.
They also have been focusing on 15’s
since early fall which gave their frontline
an advantage heading into the match.
There were, however, significant signs
that the best is yet to come for the young
Wildcats.
“In loose play, our forwards actually
dominated the field and we were able
to move the ball very well,” Ford said.
“Had we had a little bit better conditions,
there would have been quite a few opportunities that we probably would have
finished.”
Central competed with several rookies and others who are in the process of
learning new positions.
Junior Jake Bates feels that it’s only a
matter of time before the team learns to
play together.
“We didn’t have the chemistry that we
had at the end of last year,” Bates said.
“Just a good first game to see what we
need to improve on.”
Although the scoreboard was lopsided
by the end, the match was actually much
closer than the score indicated. Despite
the loss, Ford likes what he has to work
with this season.
“All things considered, even though
the scoreline wasn’t very favorable, I feel
like we got some stuff to build off of,”
Ford said. “We got something out of it for
sure.”
Looking ahead, Ford sees that his team
has what it takes to make the necessary
adjustments and improve its play over the
course of the long season.
“We’ll definitely look to improve on
this performance as we go down to Oregon State next weekend,” Ford said.

SPORTS
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Return of the Mack: ‘Cats shine at UW and WSU
BY RANDY RA JKOVICH

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University’s track
team had a strong showing of core athletes participating in a pre-season meet to
get ready for the regular season.
The indoor track and ﬁeld season for
Central started the weekend of Jan. 14.
Central athletes were invited to participate in the University of Washington (UW)
Indoor Preview and the Washington State
University (WSU) Indoor Open. Central
sent 19 athletes to compete in Seattle for
the larger UW Indoor Preview, while 12
other athletes traveled to Pullman.
The Wildcats took a fourth-place ﬁnish
in the men’s high jump with a 6 foot, 7.5
inch jump posted by junior Brennan Boyes
and another fourth-place ﬁnish in shot put
with a toss of 46 feet, 4.75 inches from senior Mike Jensen.
Solid performances versus good competitive top division talent made Head
Coach Kevin Adkisson very happy.
“I’m pleased to go to the University
of Washington and Washington State
University, against high-end pro runners
match and compete well,” Adkisson said.
Senior Kelsey Kreft was among the
several student athletes to ﬁnish in the topten for their events, many whom placed in
the top ﬁve. She took second place in the
3,000 meter run with a time of 11:13.62,
as well as claiming fourth place in the mile
with a time of 5:37.01 at the WSU Indoor
Open.
Kreft’s second place ﬁnish in the 3,000
meters was the highest placing for all
Wildcats who competed in the Seattle and
Pullman events.
The main focus of the preview meets is
to prepare for the regular season.
“The events were more of a tune up to
see where we all are at,” said Kreft.

KATHARINE LOTZE/OBSERVER

MACK ATTACK Bryan Mack, senior sprinter/jumper, long jumps at UW over the
weekend. Mack also ran a provisional national qualifying mark of 6.95 in the 60 meters.

Women’s hoops split on the road
Senior Reporter

Central found itself stuck in the depths
of a 21-4 point deﬁcit against a favored opponent. The odds were certainly stacked
against them.
However, all the pieces
fell into the right place and
the team managed to climb
back into ﬁghting contention.
There was plenty of
both climbing and winning in the Wildcats latest
SOPHIE
RUSSELL
65-59 victory over Great
Senior
Guard/Forward Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) foe Montana
State University Billings.
The Wildcats trailed
MSUB for 32 of the 40 total minutes, but began closing in deep into the second
half.
With less than eight
STACY
minutes remaining, WildALBRECHT
Junior
cat freshman Melanie ValForward
dez hit a free throw to take
the 53-52 lead for Central,
their ﬁrst of the game.
On the following possession, senior Sophie Russell hit a jumper to increase the
lead to three, and from there, the Wildcats
never looked back.
They held onto their lead by converting several key jump shots and free throws
while playing solid defense against the Yellowjackets.
The scheme offensively and defensively

“

“

BY EVAN THOMPSON

“She really had an outstanding game
offensively and defensively,” Nelson said.
“But you know Sophie has made the decision to get in the gym and really work hard
stayed the same according to Head Coach on her shot and it’s really paid off.”
Shawn Nelson, and he felt the women’s
Nelson said that since Russell began
desire to win increased measurably.
putting extra practice into her technique,
“The game plan didn’t change at all but her average points per game have signiﬁour team did,” Nelson said. “You could cantly increased.
just see it in their face that they weren’t goAlso performing well and contributing
ing to let [the lead] get away and I think it to the victory were juniors Alex Dunn and
was a big step for the team.”
Stacy Albrecht, who scored seven points
MSUB was the favored team to win apiece. Sophomore Jessica VanDyke had a
as they are currently ﬁfth in the GNAC career-high 16 rebounds during the game,
standings. Central is ninth.
11 of which came during the second half.
“We had no reason to feel we weren’t
The win marked their ﬁrst on the road
going to win that game,” Nelson said. this season, and an important one at that.
“And even when we died down, everybody
“It was a big win for us,” Nelson said.
just stay composed
“We went into
and realized it was
MSUB and even
just a matter of us
The game plan didn’t though we got down
not hitting our shots,
early we kept our
and they were on ﬁre change at all but our team
to begin with and did. You could just see it in composure and we
they weren’t going their face that they weren’t never felt like we
were underdogs.”
to shoot that way all
Eleven minutes
going to let [the lead] get
game.”
into
the game, the
Nelson said that away and I think it was a big
Wildcats
were down
during the second step for the team.
21-4
but
managed
half the Wildcats
to
pull
closer
by halfminimized
the
-SHAWN NELSON
time.
amount of looks
Women’s Head Coach
In the second
MSUB could use
half it was a game of
on offense, which allowed Central to chip away at the lead and tug-of-war, but Montana State held onto
eventually regain it and take a six point its lead. Halfway into the second half, the
Wildcats tied the Yellowjackets at 44, and
lead of their own.
The star of the night was Russell, who then small spurts by the Yellowjackets ofhad a career night scoring 28 points while fense allowed them to create a small maralso tallying ﬁve rebounds. She scored gin of distance.
16 of the Wildcat’s ﬁrst 20 points in the
Three more times the Wildcats would
ﬁrst half and continued scoring late in the tie MSUB until 7:42 remained in the
game to help hold onto the lead.
game. Then, Central’s Melanie Valdez hit

Seniors Bryan Mack and Manny Melo
were the head of the pack on the men’s
team in Seattle.
Mack ﬁnished in the top-seven in three
different events, including 6.95 in the
60-meter dash. Mack is currently tied for
29th in the nation in the 60 meter for Division II.
Manny Melo was the top ﬁnisher for
Central athletes with a third place ﬁnish
in the long jump with a leap of 22 feet,
9.75 inches
A strong preview in Seattle and Pullman is a good look at what is to come for
the Wildcat track and ﬁeld team, impressing some of the athletes.
“It is really early in the season and I
like what I see, we have a good team and
I’m impressed,” Mack said.
Women’s track also had a good showing at the UW Indoor Preview with three
top-10 ﬁnishes.
Kaylee Baumstark took the number 10
spot with a shot put over 39 feet. Kati Davis had a pole vault of 11 feet, 2.25 inches,
ﬁnishing in 10th place and Katharine Lotze also placed 10th with a triple jump of
37 feet, 7 inches.
The Wildcats had a great day in Pullman with four top-ﬁve ﬁnishes. Seanna
Pitassi took the number three spot in the
400 meter run with a ﬁnishing time of
11:13.62.
Nathan Minor lead the men’s team
with a third place ﬁnish in the 3,000 meter
run, posting a ﬁnish time of 9:28.87.
Central will have a two week break before competing in Seattle again.
A few members of the team will compete in the UW Invitational Jan. 27-28.
Friday’s events begin at 1 p.m., and Saturday’s at 9 a.m. The entire team will travel
to Moscow, Idaho to compete on Feb. 3-4.
a free throw to take the lead 53-52.
In the previous game against Seattle
Paciﬁc, the Wildcats entered halftime tied
45-45, but due to a
Central currently breakdown in ofsits in ninth place fense and defense
in the GNAC with they went on to
eventually lose 97a conference
79.
record of 2-5.
Seattle Paciﬁc is
The Wildcat’s
currently second in
next game is
the GNAC standtoday against
ings, which accordWWU at Nicholing to Nelson, may
son Pavilion at
have caused a bit
7 p.m.
of a surprise for
the players, considering they were
playing them very tough.
“We actually played really well in that
game until about the last 12 minutes and
our convergent defense just disappeared
on us,” Nelson said. “That was one thing
we had to ﬁx going into the MSUB game.”
In the MSUB game, after the Wildcats
took the lead, the women continued their
offensive and defensive prowess by hitting jumpers, layups, and free throws, and
eventually created enough distance to seal
the victory.
Nelson was pleased about the MSUB
victory for many reasons, but mostly because of the reward the players would receive from it.
“It made me feel great because I know
a lot of them work really hard on their
own,” Nelson said. “So it’s nice to be able
to look at the smiles on their faces when
they get the reward because they’re out
there playing the game and it was just a
really good feeling.”

